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Fans of The Walking Dead know Negan's newly introduced character (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) as the ominous villain who carts around a wire-wrapped bat named Lucille, and isn't afraid to use it. But what do we know about who Negan was before the zombies took over? A new preview brings some light. ComicBook.com
a fairly normal life for the man who has become the almost cult leader of the group known as the Saviors. According to the first four pages of Here's Negan's history of comic book publisher Image Comics, which created the comic books on which The Walking Dead TV Show is based, Negan was actually a
schoolteacher, and a ping-pong coach. This latest occupation may reveal why he has such great skills when hitting a bat. (Surprisingly, he wasn't an MLB star.) What did he teach? Maybe the economy? In the story, a young Negan apparently still has the same potty mouth he carried with him until adulthood in the comics
of The Walking Dead (the TV persona is a little more PG-13 in his speech, albeit just as frightening). His competitive nature is shown while playing table tennis, while resorting to shining and using colorful language and sexual references. The interesting thing, however, is Negan's desire to be known as the cool master,
which could explain vulgarity in attempts to fit in. Particularly revealing is what may be the real motivation behind his terrible ways: after a heated ping-pong match, his approaches significant, and he has a seizure right in front of him. She is said to lose her footing, leads one to believe she may have witnessed her death,
or at least a horrific injury. Could it have been real-life Lucille? So it seems that, like many others on the show, Negan was just a regular Ol' Joe. Interestingly, his previous occupation shows some parallels with the main male character in the spinoff series Fear the Walking Dead, Travis (Cliff Curtis), who was also a
professor before the spread of infection. It just goes to show that anyone, however soft and trusting, could become as ruthless as Negan. More information about Negan's later story will be revealed as additional pages of the story are released at a rate of four each month. There will be 48 pages in total, so clearly there is
much to know about Negan as he moves from a group of students, to a group of kill followers now and ask questions later in the apocalypse. You can immerse yourself in the first four pages of the magazine Image+ preview. Recommendations from publishers The Walking Dead's Season 8 midseason finale surprised
many fans because it was shown that an original character died. In How's It Gotta Be, Rick's group goes into battle with the Saviors after leaving. But his plan is not followed and has terrible consequences. Carl is revealed to have bitten his abdomen while trying to help Siddiq. It's shocking, and in the midseason
premiere, we saw that he couldn't survive that. So where do we go from here and and fans are worried that this is the end of the show? Our answer is no. Here are seven reasons why Carl's death will be really good for the show. 1. Forcing Rick to change Carl's death may force Rick to change. | AMC Rick Grimes has
been a strong leader for most of the show. Sometimes he struggled with this because of the changes and decisions he has been forced to face, such as Lori's death and killing Shane. But for the most part, he's once again been the leader the group needs, and The Walking Dead has been a little stale because of it. Yes,
Rick has a new nèmesis to go up against with Negan, but fans have seen this repeatedly before. Rick hasn't had a real motivation to change the way he wears or what kind of person he wants to be since Lori died in Season 3. We saw that Rick became much more cautious when he thought he was going to lose Carl to
Negan's threats. We could see Rick do it again after Carl's death, or he could be a lot more aggressive in his plan against Negan, as he now has a lot less to lose. But it's not just Rick who's going to change because of this death. All other characters will be affected by this forever – especially Daryl. 2. The show could
become more Daryl versus Rick Daryl and Rick may face even more. | AMC We've previously discussed the possibility of Daryl becoming the show's villain. The reason behind this theory is that Daryl has become more of a cold-blooded killer now that he is seeking revenge. The root of it is also partly his guilt for Glenn's
death. His reckless actions have been noticed by Rick, and he obviously doesn't approve. Many fans believe that Daryl is also to blame for Carl's death because he decided to go against the plan. Daryl could be darker because of this new guilt addition. Rick can also take his anger over the situation on Daryl, potentially
giving the show a much more interesting dynamic. 3. The show could become less about survival and more about Carl's life questioned his father's motivated ones before his apparent death. | AMC A How's It Gotta Be, we make a lot of sense that Carl is having an epiphany about how the group has been surviving. He
asks his father, why are we doing this? - that makes sense as I was probably questioning whether fighting was a good way to spend your last moments alive. But he also points out that the goal cannot be for one group to delete the other. There must be survivors on both sides, and they have to work together. Carl then
recognizes this is how it should be, although Rick doesn't seem to want to hear it. The show has largely been about survival since season one, and murder has been a big part of that. Rick probably became even more of a survivor when he killed Shane. But the show has really worn down its characters and even the
audience with that mindset. Moving forward, there needs to be more focus on life rather than surviving. Although Rick mocks the idea of choosing to choose with Negan one day, the show has to take a turn on this to grow. 4. Killing older characters will force the show to get new and better Carl's death could pave the way
for newer and more exciting characters. | AMC The Walking Dead is actually always getting new characters. But few have been able to get fans so excited about the future of the show. There's Ezekiel, but he can only do so much. While devastating when the show kills the few original cast members, it could force writers
to inject better, well-rounded characters to replace them. 5. The stakes of the show are increasing carl's death has actually raised the stakes of the show. | AMC Some may argue that the stakes have gone down because the future of the show has been killed. But his death might actually be a sign of the opposite. If
younger characters are also at risk, then the future of the show could be with any character. We can't forget, Robert Kirkman said Rick will definitely die. If your child is nowhere near being the next leader, then who will it be? 6. This could be a sign that the show will fulfill its promise to kill the death of Rick Carl could be a
sign that his father's death is also coming. | AMC Some may doubt Rick's reported fate, although the comedian's creator has confirmed that he will die. That's fair, since the show has played dirty tricks to the audience before. But Carl's death could be a sign that Rick's murder will take place, and this could also force the
show to start again in a new direction. 7. It could bring viewers who have left the show Old fans can return to the show to find out what happened to Carl. | AMC The show still has a pretty big following, but it's no secret that viewers have been dropping out, making it hard for the remaining fans to find others who are still
excited about it. Many fans from the beginning will want to know what happened to Carl. His death could help spark interest from former fans, leading to a stronger return from the show. Follow Nicole Weaver on Twitter @nikkibernice get a photo swip of the Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Tough but vulnerable. Funny, but
lethal. Danai Gurira made a splashy entrance as The Walking Dead character Michonne in Season 3. On screen, he was able to give life to all the complexities of the character. But in the face of fan unrest, The Walking Dead will bid farewell to Michonne in Season 10. With that in mind, Danai Gurira spoke to
Entertainment Weekly about her last day on set, what message she wants to leave with fans, and what's next for her. Danai Gurira | Axelle/Bauer-Griffin/FilmMagic Gurira photo comes out with the last day of a Gurira bang on the set of The Walking Dead be on July 4th. She told Entertainment Weekly about some
surprises on the eve of her last day of filming that the cast and crew delivered to mark the bittersweet occasion. The actress described a fireworks display that Norman Reedus organized for her as really beautiful. Gurira also that the celebration included a specialty cake that was decorated in the image of Michonne,
katana, and all. In the interview, he reflected, There was just such a love-free stream, and that's kind of sticking with me more about it. Gurira's experiences with her colleagues parallel to Michonne's bow in The Walking Dead with the core group of survivors. In the show, Michonne was greeted in a tight group of allies
with a shared history. Similarly, Gurira entered a television production environment in which the cast and crew had existing relationships before arriving. Like Michonne, Gurira became a vital part of the team. Another snippet of EW (below), shows the actress reflecting on the family culture she enjoyed during filming of
the show. Gurira counts her blessings In a clip released by EW, Gurira conveyed her sincere thanks to the viewers, cast and crew of The Walking Dead. To all those who have shown love and support for the show, The Walking Dead, over the years, I just want to express so much love and thanks to you. Gurira described
the links that the cast and crew have formed during the production of the show. She described leaving the show as a daunting thing because it's such a beautiful family. Of Michonne's character, Gurira said: Playing Michonne has been one of the greatest blessings of my life. And I've learned deeply from it, and grown up
with it, and adored how I've been challenged by it and the amazing relationships I have to form with it and through it. And I will not miss her, but her weapon. Gurira concluded the video by offering thanks and a final goodbye to fans, her colleagues and Michonne. Gurira plugs the power of the pen Now that Gurira has
said her final farewell to The Walking Dead, she told EW that she is focused on writing full-time. She is the creator of the new television series Americanah, based on a novel of the same name. The series stars Lupita Nyong'o, Tireni Oyenusi, Uzo Aduba, Zackary Momoh and The Walking Dead alum Corey Hawkins.
Americanah is currently in production and will be broadcast on HBO Max. Read more: Danai Gurira reveals his favorite 'Walking Dead' scene Ever
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